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THERMIONIC 10118 GENERATES II NITROGEN
All OARBON DIOXIDE

1 ■ ; V1 : . : .

THERliONre'101 GENERATION

The problem is to determine the behavior of positive 
and negative ions produced by thermionic means in nitrogen 
and carbOn. dioxide, at atmospheric pressure o It is .treated, 
bj generating the ions in the gases in the presence of an 
applied .electric field and. measuring the magnitudes of the 
ion currents producedc The mobility can be determined as 
a'function of this current and the applied -voltage =

This chapter gives a brief Summary of esisting equa» ' 
tidnS for the emission of both electrons and positive ions 
from hot metalso There is a discussion on the formation 
of both positive and negative lohs in a gas o . The mobility 
of an ion moving under.the influence of an electric field 
is defined and discussed briefly° Two processes of deioni* 
sation are also diaeussed0

lol THERMIONIC EMISSION OP BDEOTRQIS
The most widely accepted equation for the emission of 

electrons from a clean pure meta1 with zero field at the
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J =:Aq$2
emitter is 'Dtashman’s eciuation which states that

: (1.1)
where . I := current density in amps per square meter- of 

cathode area?
, T: ̂' temperature of the cathode in degrees Kelvin.

= eB, ix,6qosw,
work function of the metal.w

K - Boltzmann0s constant.
2/2A = 47!m@K /h ~ proportionality constant in amps 

per Wtpr^ pen degree q. . / 
h - Planck11 s constant P -

Lj: . should "be . a universal constant having
a value of 120.4 ^ 10  ̂amp/meter^/degree2 for the emission 
- of electrons o fhis has not "been
however § and in the: case of several metals the value has 
heen determined experimentally to he 60.2 % 10 *̂ amps/me ter2/ 
•degree g just half of the theoretical value. The reason 
for this is not knowno- ,

So find . A • ; and "b experimentally the - emission -equation 
is put in the form i .-:

log^Q i/s “ log10 O.4343b̂ /So (1.2)
If the left hand side of the- ;eq.uation is plotted' against iv ’ 
l/Sg the result should he a straight line with an ints 
of log^Q Aq and a slope of »0.4345"b0. Shis method of



4e%ermlaimg the constants is not too accurate because of
limited tesperature ramgesp surf see impurities £, and diff i

■■' :. . ' i .... : .  ̂;;eulties Involved in the measurement of temperaturec
When the electric 5;field .at: the emitting surface be

come s greater I'than , zerop the electrons , being emitted are 
acted upon by the field» This is the Schott Icy effect = 
Under these conditions the. emission current density from 
■a pure metal is given by

J = ,a6 5eB1/2AK$ : (1.3)
■ ■ ' . : 8 ' - . : . ■ - where J = current density with the field present9

J ' = current density with no field presentp -
B - electric/field intensity at the emitter surface

This equation is derived using the assumption that the
electric field causes a lowering of the work function of

p . 'the metalo
To verify experimentally the equation developed in 

Chapter 2 of this thesis9 it is necessary that the ion 
current with zero electric field at the emitter be known« 
To find this current a plot of the form in ligure Id can

John Do RyderQ Electronic fundamentals and Agpliea- 
tlons, Prentice-lall/ InCo/, Mew Yorlcg 19509 ppQ 82-84 =

Po 491/

To Do Martini Jro9 and C = Ro Hausenbauer9 Notes on 
Thermionic Ion Generation in Gases, for National Science 
Foundation grant 1SE-G767? p0 lo9 (citing wElements of Theraionies9* Proceedings of the IRE, 
by No IV Danforth).o • • ■



Temperature Limited' / Limited ;

Lt,  ̂current the two
the

Temperature W
electrode
(1=1) ,

In- this pidt the plate . voltage 1® he Id1 © onstant9 .and the . 
plate current is measured as a function of the filament 
temperatureo The condition of zero field at the emitter . 
surface occurs at the point of transition from the temper- 
ature limited condition to the space charge limited eondi- 
tiono The current can easily he. determined by this method 
because the space charge region is horizontal 9 and eaetra- 

to the current- aria gives the desired value %

' - . 1 ■ ' :  ̂: ; % - ‘ - - To Lo Mart in r, Jroy and C= E= Hansenbauer 9 Motes on Thermionic Ion Generation in Gases9 for national Science 
foundation grant 1SF=G767$. pp° l06=-lo7 (citing ,̂ Elements' ' of ThermionlcsProceedings of fhe IRE0 May, 19519 Po 4869 
by 10 ■ lo. Lanfcrth) oh ; V' y , ' \ ..



lo2 THERMI0CT1G E1ISSIOI OF POSITIVE IQIS.. . . " ■ ' ■'■■■ ■ - ■ ; - 
Ac "rom Eagel states tliat wlaen a metal is heated to a

guffieiently Mgh temperature p positive ions as. well as
neutral.atoms are ©vaporatedo The ion current density is
given; by an equation of the form

J'5' := G^2 E;”3-196001!!̂ /® ' : (1 o4)
where 6-, is a const ant and . is a work function for p@si=, ' . . J -  . ■ . mv. ^  . . - . . '

five ions and is larger than the work function for electrons 
Materials..present as impurities ©n the surface of an . 

emitter may he evaporated as positive ionso 1 For this to 
occur the work function of the. surface must exceed the ; 
ionization potential ©f the. atom which: is to 
as an iono Sometimes neutral atoms of the vapor"' 
the filament diffuse into the emitter surface where they > 
lose an electron and are repelled as positive ions 0 It 
is also possihle that -positive ions of the pure metal fila
ment are; evaporated ? "but the currents caused in this way 
are: small compared to other emission currentso

Emission of platinum ions from heated platinum, is 
ohserved only in a rush of current just "before the filament 
"burns out 0 .ilmost all positive ions from platinum at or=. . 
Sinary■temperatures seem to come from, alkaline impurities»

- 1 .. -' " ; - ‘ ■ - - ■ ■ . -• At von Engelg Ionized Gases, Oxford Press, Iiondon, 
f9559:.pp:'<74-75o ' :  ̂•

"lames Bo Cobin®, Gaseous Conductors0 Mo&raw-Hi11 Book 
InCoj' Iew Iorkv' l94l9 go 122o -
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$he supply of ions does not seem to diminlsli to zero even 
after extensIt© heatingo ' :

loj fOSMAlIOl 01 fASEOUB 10#
,fh discussions concerned with ion formation by eolli=- 

sion hetween electrons and atoms or molecules9 mention is 
made of several different types of impact which can occuro 
An elastie collision is one in which there is no energy 
exchanged * In an inelastie collision there is an exchange 
of energy? and the atom may become ionised or9 it may be
come excitedo Ahother type of collision is the superelastic .. :/ 
collision in which an electron colliding with an excited ■ , - :
atom gains energy from the atoma Shis occurs only when • ■
"l ■ . ■ ' - : - 2 : ! ; ' .. ;-Vthe atom has heen excited before the e©Illsion = . ; y" '

Collision cross—section is a representation ©f the .
possibility of a collision between two particles = in one : y . y
of the most common approaches to the problem the atoms '
are considered solid spheres9 and the cross-section is the
cross—sectional area - of these spheres« however * since at©ms

lo So Hartinp eTro p and Co Eo Hausenfeauers Hotes on fhermlonic Ion Generation in Gases, for national Science Foundation grant ISF~©?679 po It10 (citing wThe Emission - ■Of Fo'sitive 'Ions From Heated fietais Physical Review 
42y4S7 i by Lo ho Barnes)« ; y . ' •

2fo Lo Martlhg Jr0 9 and Co E0 Hausenbauer9 lotes on 
thermionic Ion Generation in Gases8 for Hational Science 
Foundation grant .1SF<-G767s> P.'° 4.1 (elfins Eleotronic and Ionic Impact Phenomena * pp0 1=2, by Ho So Wo Massey and
So Ho,So BmrhcfFr^“ ;:i V  ' : ' •
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are not solid spheres 9 tlie eross-seetional area Repeats .©a
the state of the atom and the force of attraction between

: ' : ■ : 2 ■ / ■■ the nuolew and. the .eleetrona o.
■- High energy electrons moving in a gas may earns© .the ' . 

gas to "beeome ionised hy a single collision9 but because 
of the conservation principles involved and the many possi- • 
hie angles of collision there is a greater possibility 
that ionisation will ©ecnr hy a series of collisions father 
than.a single oneo A collision will usually not he head- 
on so. the angular momentum of the electron and atom (or. . 
molecule) with respect to the common center of mass of 
system1has to he conserved^ If the energy ©f the electron.1' 
is higher than the energy required to just excite the atomy 
the prohahility of excitation hecomes much greater because - . 
the primary electron can carry aWay the excess energy and • •. 
also balance the momentum̂ , Excited atoms being bombarded 
by electrons may eventually lose an electron thus foraing 
positive ionso. ■ The energy required to ionize an atom or . 
molecule is known as the ionization potential= A list of 
ionization potentials is given in Table It

1 ■ ' . ' ' ■ . ■ : . ■■To Lo Martins, Jr  ̂and C<, Eo Hausenbauer9 Eofes on Thermionic Ion Generation' in @aseŝ -g for national Science 
foundation grant 1SF-G7679 pp« 4o3-4o4 (citing Electronis and Ionic. Impact Phenomena, po 2 g :by Ho So 10 Massey:; and- 
Eo -Ho So Burhop) o 7 . ' . ' ,
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. ' \ $ai)le I - ' ' .v V
lOSlZMIOl BOO?EI$IAI, Xeleetron toI^s )1
— e' 13o3 (2464? 489 659 390) .
: W 14,5 (29,5,; 4%, ::73» 97) ; .

.13̂ 3 '(33^ 33,'77)''
12 Bracketted figures indicate

sotentlala'required.to 
15 »5: remove 2nd 9 3rd ? etc o electrons <>
■12.2 "■ ''' . - ' \
23 oT . ' ■ : '

vAm electron, -moving toward an, atom will deviate from 
its path Because of the forces set up Between it and the

In the at.oso If the forces exerted' By the pri-=
are.. sufficiently large- and act for a; suffix : 
time g a, secondary electron may he ejected ■ 

from the atemo If the energy of the primary electron is. 
extremely highg it - may more" through the atom without eaus= 
ing any changeV If the energy of the primary electron is
very smallg it may he repelled-hy the :atomie electrons and
cause no change in the atom except perhaps & certain degree 
of polarization. Since the: energy of the primary electron 
may he too large; or too small to cause any change 9 it is 
seen that there is. an •.optimum energy which a primary

1 . - - - - - . w ' ' -Ao yon Bngel-p Ionized Gases 9 Oxford Press 9 fond on 9 
less,, p. 48* y ; :  "i 'tw - ';;



; ■■ : ■ ' : : ...■ : ■■ ' . - -...... . "9 ■ .
' : : ■' ' - "■ i - ; „ , - v' ;eleetroa can have to eause ionizatieao

■ lenization by moleeuls-r ions and atoms of low energy 
.is mot to© probable because of the large mass and.low rela= 
tiw speed o These .particles spend a comparafirely long 
time in the neighborhood of other atoms,•so there is a. good 
ehamee the eleetroms adjust their positions but remain in 
the atom while momentum is exchanged o Sinee the time of 
eontaet is so long in this cases it.is possible that there 
is a transfer ©f charge from an eleetfon to an ion, thus 
making the ion a neutral atomand the atom a positive ion. • 
Thus an ion is not formed by collision, but one is formed 
-by.charge transfer0 Gobine makes the following statement 
in speaking of positive ionss ?Ions' apparently begin to 
'be effective; ionizers when there velocities are as great 
as those of electrons which have fallen through the minimum 
ionisation■potentialo In this Case the kinetic energy of. 
the ions is of the order.of thousands of volts P and they 
become even more effective ionisers than the electronsow - 
■ At the ■ electrodes several processes of secondary 

emission may oceuro If an electron falls on a metal sur
face and has an energy greater than the work function ©f

^James Do Cobine, laseous Oonduetors 0 McGraw-Hill 
Book Goapany, Ine 0, Hew York,. 19410 P^TSo
' ' 2 :■ ■■,■ ■■ ■  ̂ ' 'i"' ■■■■■■:. ■■■ ;■Ao von Engel, Ionised.Gases9 Oxford Press9 London9 .19559 P. 5To. ' ' r "

• ̂  Gob ine 9 ago oit o ,■ p=; B4<»



the -surface p a secondary electron may "be emittedo fhere is 
also a secondary emission effect cansed by positive ions 
impinging on the surface of the metalo Hereff "both 
and uncharged particles are emittedo The charged 
-les. are usually slow 'secondary' 'electrons from .the -metals 
or in rare cases they may he reflected positive ions o The 
uncharged particles are often molecules of the gas which 
were in contact .with, the surface or neutralised positive 
ions returning :to the gaso When atoms of a gas of ionisa
tion potential 17. fall on a surface which has a work fune- 
fion. 1L_9 electrons-, will he removed from the atoms if • -w

l£
i

" - ’ For phofoionization to oceuf 9 whfto of the 
he 'greater t h a n " a ::Of Ionizations h is Planck°s . constant 
f is the frequency of the wave in cycles/see©ndg © is elec- .

ih; ionization potential*. The 
number of ions produced by this process is helieved to be-
ironic charge 9 and ¥. is

small compared to the number produced by the other means
■ ■ : . O ■ V i  'V ' ; , "  V i:. V  ; • " V  . z . .mentioned^ , - - : i' ■ ' ' /- : :

Ions as well as atoms' may be regarded as systems: with 
a number of quantum stateso In the normal-state the energy, 
of an atom is E s and the energy of an ion is E 0 If a

. Ao von Engel9 Ionized G-asesy Oxford Presss london,
1955, ppo ;I9,: 92-92o;:;v' ' '   ̂ :::'V;..V- " v.-i.̂

James Do Gobine9 Gaseous Gonduefors0 McGraw-Hill 
Book Company j Inco, lew York, 1941, p*; 8?,o; ; V:,
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stable negative ion is formed - E > 0= E «= E is' k - - ■ O *=*• Q **=> '
electron affinity of the atom. The electron affinity of 
nitrogen is 0=04 electron volts which is very small compared 
with that of other-elements= For;example mzygen has an 
êleetrô  affinity of 3 oS electron volts o This lew valme 
of electron affinity for nitrogen means that the formation 
of a negative nitrogen ion is very uncommono

When electrons or positive ions move under the influence 
.an electric field in a gas that does not easily form

ions p they may9 hy e©IllsionP:produce more positive 
ions and free electrons 0 The energy given to the particles 
hy the electric field increases the prohahility that this 
will happend Therefore s a primary.electron starting at.
the negative electrode may he multiplied several times be-

' ■ ■■ ' ' " 2 ■ ' ■ ■ ■’" ' ■ - ' f@re.lt reaches th© anode«

lo4 gQElIiITI '
The mobility of an ion is. the component of velocity 

in the direction of the electric field when a unit electric
'Z • 'field is appliedo In other words the drift velocity of

Tu 1• T0 ho Martin, Jr= 9 and Co Eo Hausenhauers lotes on
Thermionic Ion Generation in Gases 9 for lational 
Eoundation grs.nt 1SF-G767ppo 426=-4o? (citing lons.o Po 5o by So So Wb. Massey)o ; "-

2 . . '
A0 von Engelo Ionized Gases0 Oxford Press,-London9-

1955, Po 147 o
^Ihldoo po 94 o.

mailto:f@re.lt
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the Iona is = kE where k is the mobility and E is the
electric field intensity. Solving this for k yields

If a weak electric field (so there is no excitation 
and ionization) is applied to ions moving in their own gas, 
the path followed by an ion will be irregular as shown in 
Figure (1.2).

In treating a single ion in this manner, it is assumed 
that the interaction between this and other ions can be 
neglected. It is also assumed that the ions are in ther
mal equilibrium with the gas and after a collision the 
velocity of an ion is the same as if the ion were a neu
tral gas molecule. The electric field tends to pull the 
ion toward one of the electrodes. After the ion moves 
along a path whose average length is equal to a mean free 
path, it will collide with another molecule and rebound at 
random, but the ion will always on the average proceed in 
the direction dictated by the field. During the period 
between collisions the ion moves as if it were in a vacuum,

k = vd/E (1.5)

Figure (1.2)



aM its aeeeleration is a. = 
H is the mass of the iono

where e is the
13
and

If Ai is the ionic mean free path and e is the mean 
of the ion9 the time between collisions is t > )

If the time of actual impact is neglected the distance '
traveled by the ion is s - (1/2)  ̂- (eE/2M)t̂  = She drift—

xs; ■d From equation
(lo5) Vg = kEs therefore it. would appear that k = (eX^/EMe)o 
However9 von Engel^ makes the following statements wHecause 
of the sfaf istieal dlstriMtion of - mean free path, kg the' 

is apparently. "twiC® as - large 9 namely :
■ ■ ■ ' k m  e,k'/mc;.̂  . r , i ;., (io6 ;

From equation (1»6) it appears that there would "be an 
undetectable difference in the mobilities of singly changed 
positive and .negative ions 9. because, there is ■ only a verj 
little difference in mass o If the equation is applied to 
electrons however., the mobility would be increased’by a • ;
factor. 19 8f© times the molecular weight of the gas „ $,Obs@r=-
vatiQns show that there is no-difference between the mobility 
of positive and negative ions of the same gas.unless the 
negative ion exists ' for a Certain fraction of. its life as 
a fre c ele© ir on o ®g}2

von 
, P° 95°
2Ibido

Engel <, Ionized Gases 0 Oxford Press g Londonj



In air the mofeilitj of negative ions is slightly lar- 
ger than the mobility of positive ions "because oxygen mol= 
eenles have; a great affinity for a free eleetron0 $h@ 
f orsation -• ©f' negative nitrogen ions 9 on the other hand 9 
is - a rare proeess 9 and mobility measurements in pure nitro
gen yield -values up to 20,000 om/ses per volt/cm iniieating 
that, the ions are free eleetrons = In air it seems that a 
maiorify of the electrons he©©me attached to oxygen mole= '
eulesg' huf few remain as free electrons and cause an 
increased average mohility0

In some instances the measured values of mohility of 
positive ions have been 3 to 5 fim.es smaller than the values 
ohtained. from equation (106) „ fhis is explained "by assum
ing the, formation of. ©lusters.o When elustersare -formed 
the mass is not that of a single molecule hut that of the 
ion and several impurity molecules surrounding ito She 
effective diameter Of the ion is also increasedn so the 
mean free path wil1 he deereased p .

I Jo 3o Thomson deyeloped a theory of ionio 
mohility which took into account the dipole nature of a 
gas o In this theory the ion induces temporarily an elec
tric ■dipole moment in neighboring molecules as it moves 
through the gas 0 The force of attraction between the ion ’

- : • i - . - . :James Do Cobine, Gaseous Conductors <> McGraw-Hill 
Book Companyl Inc oV: Iofks 19419 pp 0 33“41o - /
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and tBe dipeles eaus©- 1?he ion to fee deflected from the 
direction it is caused to move by the electric field» - 
exchange .of momentum 'between the ion and the gas molecule 
will occur.:even though there is ho actual collisiono it 
has heen found that the degree of polarization increases 
with:atomic numbero,  ̂ hi

She result of this treatment is an equation of the 
. f orm v v : -. ■ ■ ' ■ . : ■ . ' .' - :f

(1.7)
.where S and are the masses, of the molecule and, ion. res
pectively; A is a constant dependent on I)9 oh the sum of ’ 
the radii.of the ion and the molecule9 and on'the gas t@m= 
perature; D is the dielectric constantg and I is the gas 
densityo Experimental results have been obtained which' 
confirm this equation fairly well9. and measurements using 
ions of the alkalis in rare gases and nitr©gen have shown

' ' ' ■ V 1 ■ • ■ 'the dependence ©f k on H/H4 0
- ■ ' ■ ■ f ' ■■ ' . /- ' ■ '-A fast moving positive ion colliding with a molecule
©an result in the ion extracting an electron from the mole
cule 0 Shis results in a fast ion becoming; a fast molecule 
and a slow molecule becoming a slow positive lono This 
charge transfer causes a reduction in the effective drift 
speed of the ion9. and hence the mobility seems to be

: - ' ' T  . -. ' - : ; , ; - ' ' ,Ao von Engel9 Ionized 6ases9 Oxford Press 9 Londong .1955 p - po. 99c t. : . ,; _
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' Mobility is determined, "by four fag tors 8 (1) the size '
of tlie 1 ions (2) polarizability of the gas s (3) eharge trams=
ferr and .(4);the pressure of the gaso fable II gives a
list of the most probable values of mobilityo

It has heen found from experiment that the mobility 
of am ion is eons tan t only over a partieular range of val«= 
ues of the ratio of the elsetrie field intensity to the 
gas pressure 0 When values ©f this ratio are large 9 the 
mohility becomes variableo In Chapter-2 it will be shown 
that the ratio in the experiment is about do5 to loO volts/ 
meter per•millimeter of mercury» Mobility seems .to be a ; 
constant in this range = ■ /

1 ' " ; 1 - . , '■ Ao von Engels, Ionized G-ases 9 Oxford . Press 0 london<,
1955 , p. 108. ~  ^

• 1 - P  " . - X,To lo Mart in 9 Jr> and Co Ho Hausenbauer g - 8gfhermi©nic 
Ion Generation in Contaminated Air and Other 4ases'a<g Be port fox I Grant 1SF-G767$, Electrical Engineering Department a , University of Arizona9 • Sueson9 Arizona; April.269 1955» 
ppo 15^16o ' _ ■ • - xV: '■ ■
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" . /  ■: ; fable II • v
The Most Probable Values of Mobilities of Singly Charged 

■ Gaseous Ions a t C  and 760 mm Ego-, . •(in units of 10 m/see per volt/m)

7 : v Oas y: ' '  ̂  ̂' k= ;
- v - 'V; -'. Air dry ' , ' ■ :2.1 , 1.36

Air very pure : 2 05 1<>8 ..
, b - . ; 00 1.14 1.10 . ;

- : COg dry ' 0.98 0.84
■ -Hg :: ; 8.15 V 5o9 : ; ^

' ; He ' 1  ̂ 6.5 5,09 : ; ' '■ ”
. ■;- He very pure 500 5.09 ■ ' 1-
/I 11 - Eg 1.84; 1.27 ; ' ' •

Ĥg very pure' 145, V 1.28 ; '
%/,: 1 IgO .0.90 0.82
■ 1 ' ;°2 -: 1-8 1.31 :

1 - ;.v- ; :: James: S..Gobine. Gaseous Oonductors * MoGraw^Hill 
Book Oompany, Ino, ̂ lew York ̂ 1941? p. 38. "
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1.5 DBIOIJZAIIQI IE A GAS . ' - . Z
v , One . deionizing process that takes plane in a gas. is 
caused ‘bj’ diffusion. Shat is P the ions move from areas of- 
high concentration to areas of low concentration. Much of 
this movement, is caused by the. mutual repulsion set up be
tween .two ions of the same sign. If the ions diffuse in 
the same direction as the electric field acting On them9 
their.velocity will he . the.sum of the .velocity due to the • 
diffusion process and the velocity caused by the electric 
field. Since the mobility of the. ions Is directly proper— 
ftional' to -the velocityP this will, result in.•an increased . 
mobility. ; ■■ ' -

•' Another deionizing process is the. recombination of 
■ two Ions of opposite, sign. If 'two oppositely charged ions 
should happen to come near one anotherP there is a force , 
of attraction set up between them. The negative ion will 
lose its loosely bound electron to the.positive: l@np and • ,, 
both will become neutral atoms or .molecules. She energy 
evolved by the recombination of slew ions, is approximately 
the same'amount that'was required to produce the ions from 
heutral molecules. Ihis energy can appear as an-increase 
of kinetic energy of the two molecules9 as excitation em- 
.orgys or as radiation emitted during the actual recombination

■ A. von Engel0. Ionized gases. Oxford Press n London.
1955, p. 121. ■ y ■: , -  -



. - v  : - ■■■: ■ ■ . 19periods Beeause. linear momentum9 angular momentum9 and 
spin must be conserved 9 the increase in kinet'ie energ|r. ia 
probably a rare process=:: At higher pressures, recombination 
©# Ions is controlled by the electric field set, up by the 
charges on the ions = The probability of recombination de
pends eh the relative speed of the particles and decreases 
■as: the relative speed increases because the time which the 
particles are close together decreases with increasing 
speed o. If 9. however9 the ■ ion is excited 9 its effective 
diameter is greater $, and the probability ©f re combination.

It is possible that the process of deionization may 
occur in stepso An ion may capture an eXeetrbh, and become 
an exeited m©leeule-0 She capture of the electron causes 
.the release of a certain amount of energy0 She- electron
may then move to a lower energy state - and release more

• ■ 2 ' ■ - . " energy o ; . • , : , . - - ; '

1 ■Ao von Engels Ionised Gases* Oxford Press0 Bondon9
1955S'-Pp0-152-133- . : . - h-;;,: -

2lbid .> o pi 140 o



HISH'F1BSS11B SPACE CHARGE

Tlie high pressure space charge eg.uation ̂ derived ■ ia 
this ehapter is dereloped from two derivatremsg one hj

i ’ * ' p ' - - • - - -■rem Engel and the other by Martino . She result is. the 
same as that obtained by Martino She remainder of the 
material in the chapter was taken from Report lumber 1 
nSh®rmioni© Ion Generation in Contaminated A»ir and Other 
’Gases o™̂

She. author claims no originality in any of these deri
vations o . ;

"̂Ao von Engel9 ionized Gases „ Oxford Press 0 london0 1955p 'Po I?» ■■■■■■■■ .
" - 2 : ' ' " 'S. Lo Marting Jr o P Thermionic Ion Generation in Airg

PhoSo Thesis9 Stanford University9 1951g Pô lSo
%  ■ ■ ' - ■ - ■ 'So Lo: Martinp lr o p and Co E0 Hansenbauer5 61 ThermionicIon Generation in Contaminated Air and Other Gasesp® Report

loo 1 Grant: 1SP-=G7679 Electrical Engineering Department,
University of Arizonap•Suesonp Arizona$ April 26p 1955»:pp0 lip 15o • •
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2.1 DERIVATION OF THE HIGH PRESSURE SPACE CHARGE EQUATION

Figure (2.1)

At high pressure the current density caused by ions 
moving in a gas is

3 - PVd (2.1)
where p is the space charge density and v^ is the drift 
velocity of the charged particles. In Chapter 1 the drift 
velocity was given by v^ = kE where k is the mobility of 
the ion and E is the electric field intensity. Mobility 
is assumed to be constant. Substituting for v^ in (2.1)

j = pkE. (2.2)
The current at any point r in the interelectrode space 

is given by
Ib = 27trjL (2.3)

where 1 is the length of the cylindrical electrodes shown 
in Figure (2.1). Substituting (2.2) into (2.3) yields

1% = 27trLpkE. (2.4)
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. Polsson"s equation says

' v : - ' v = -
D "being the dieleetrle o oust ant of the me&iujao If oylin- 
drieal eboriinates are used, if there is radial' symmetry9 
and if it is assumed that there is .no Variation of T in 
the s direction this hecomes

1•r
If the above

Prom Equation (2 o' 
(2»5;) yields .

Rearranging terms

W dY

:are true 
1

" “E s, therefore» .. 

y 4 $ > C ). f "p/B. - . (2o5)

p = 1^/2 rkELo Suhsfituting this into

1 4  .r dr' 2K,rkBI)2j o

" ° (2 0-6 )
In shder to solve this equation a houndry condition
he knowno She condition that at r = a9 E - 0 will

he imposedo Integrating (2 =6) >'
nl ' fr1 -rEdCrE) - | (I,/2Kkd)rdr0

• : 40 , - , ' ' Ja ^ . .
B is the electric field intensity.at any point ro
Carrying out. the.Indicated integration. and s< 
the eleetrie fieId intensity

E " (6/r) y' (2,7)
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in whleh e ^ %/ l̂ /ZnteDo .' • . ■ - - • • - ,

; low E = -av/dro Integration-of (2=7) gives the inter- 
.electrode;. 5©tentidl distribution when the limits of and 
G at r = "b and r a  are' employed = The eventual result is
- V r - \  \ ; :C2 o8;) '
where B = \/ 1 '« ia/1)^; = (a/"b) tan (b/a) \f 1 - (a/b)^0
..Sfmaring |(2 08) and substituting for G gives

: : E^2;^ Clb/2?rkDh)h2B2

in; whieh B is a eonstant determined by the. tube dimensions o . 
Solving for 1̂. yields

;; ^ (2?m)A2B2)^2i,c ; (2.9)

.It should he noted at this point that if is plotted 
against on log-log paper, the result should he a straight 
line with a slop® .of 2, c 0 = .

2 o2 MAMBM? DROP GQRRECTIQI
;/ In the tuhe used there, was .a drop of approximately 

five volts along the length of the filament o A oorreetion 
faetor ©an he derived to eompensate for this effects, hut 
this oorreotiom will not he complete heeaus® of temperature 
variations along the length of the filament«

let Vg = plate-to=filament voltage at any point along
the ẑ s-mie?

. ?1 = potential at any point on the filament with 
respect to the grounded endo
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1 z =  ̂ depending whether the -s- ©r - end ©f the fila
ment is grounded o

The current originating from a differential length of 
filament is from (2>9)̂  '

; ■ . .. - ■ aii : = 0lC'Eto f : ' V ' (:2ol0)
■where G, = 2stBk/ĥ B̂ o

low if Yg is the drop across the.effective length of 
filament, and if it. is assumed that the filament resistance 
is constant0

■ , " ' ' . V C s/I* ) O-: ' ■ •; ( 2 o il J
Then dl̂  = Ĝ (E^  ̂Vfz/l1)2dz

2 ± 2Ei3?£zA t Vf2s2/L2 
from z *=?■ Q to a ^ L yields

. h  m h \ * * x ±.ri?h t h 2/»b2) , .

The. filament drop correction is

Gf ̂  1 t t ?f 2/lfe2 <> (2 .12 )
Substituting for Ĝ  and solving for the mobility yields

k * Ch2B2AHA) (V G r) (IbA b2) c (2.13 )
The following values apply to the diode useds

a = 2.35 % IG”  ̂meters
. . • :-=2 " • - : :h = 2.70 X 10 meters

L = 7 o 62 X 10”2 me
B = 0.!

3> = 10=9/36’??
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Smlstitutiag these into (2 ol3) yields s. .
k = lo676 X lQ®(l/Of,)l-h/E, 2 meter/see per volt/meterc (2 ol4)

this is, the expression for the ion mobility in 
per Yolt/Beter f ©r the diode used in the

see

Yalmes of the■filament correction factor for 
.operating oyaltres of. appear in Table lllo ,

120
140
160
180

Table III 
\  <volts) .
60 la086
80 l a 064

la 051 

la 043
■ ' : la 036

' la034

la 0 2 8

0 a 924 

0 o 941 
0.953 

0.960 
0.966 
0.968 
0 c 973.

2 .3 MflO OF THE TEST STST11
It has been fotind that mobility beoomes variable when 

the ratio.of eleetrie field intensity to gas pressure is 
large. The electric field intensity in the. interelectrode 
space can be found by substituting equation (2.9) into 
equation (2.7). The result is

bl 1/2 (2 .1 5 :



SuiistitutiBg mm@r±eal ralues

B = ± 3-76[l - ( 2 . 1 6 )
from this it is seem that the maximma field in tensity 

will occur when r = h and when is a maximum̂ .-- fhe maxi
mum value of used was ISO volts 9 and the: minimum' was . • 
60 volts 0 Using these values E  varies from ah out l o O  to 
0=3 volts/meter per mm Hg at r *  ho These are well helow
the values of E/p- for which varying mobility has been oh-■ ■ ■. ■ -, ■ ; ■■■■■ - ■.■■■■ 
servedo

1To Lo Martin^ Jro, and Go RP Hausenhauers ^Thermionic 
Ion Generation In Gontaminated Air and-Other Gasesyw Report l©o 1 Grant lSP-G76f9 Electrical Engineering Depart me nt9 •• 
University of Arizonas •‘Tucs©n9 Arizonag ’April 26 9 1955 9
p0 15 o ' ' \ :.



V'. ■ Chapter 3 \
EZFlHilEHfAh ASPECTS v .. , . : v , '

Phis ehapter eonta-lBS a deseriptioij of- the equipment 
msed and the experimental procedure followed; in an attempt 
to experimentally Terify the high pressure spaee■eharge 
equation developed in Chapter 2 = The experimental results 
. •are' inelmded: and dis omssed o

3=1 EQUIPMBIT CSEB ' ■_ ' ■
The ion currents were produced, in a diode configurac

tion which was made up of a cylindrical plate with a eon- 
eentric filamento The construction of the diode is shown 
in Figure (3=1)o The axis of the tuhe was placed vertic
ally $ and the filament was under a slight tension to pre
vent howingo Guard rings were employed at either end of 
the plate to minimize fringing of the electric, fieldo 
Cooling plates were placed on the guard rings 9 plate 8 and 
both top and "bottom filament supports to help carry away 
the energy dissipated in heating the filament=

Figure (3=2) shows the essential electrical connections 
The filament was heated by a D/Go source, The electric
field between the plate and filament was. produced by.an
other DoG o voltage supply E, o A Beckman Ultrohmeter was

. - b  : - -  ' oused to measure the ion currents which were of order 10



Filament
-PorcelainSpacers

-----j----- 'rGuardiRing j
Cooling Fins
Polystyrene
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re
flate
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Base

Approximately l/2 Size

Figure (3.1)
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J=
< « >
‘- - © H

Guard
Ring

Plate

GuardRing

-n-kr

Reverse the polarity of
for negative ion currents,

Vb - Vacuum. Tube Voltmeter 
I - Ammeter 
Ib - Beckman Ultrohmeter 
R - Es terline-Angus Graphic 

Ammeter

Figure (3.2)

L It H

1 Diode
2 Bell Jar
3 Compressed Gas
U Ionization Vacuum 
Gauge

5 Mechanical Vacuum Gauge
6 Freezing Trap
7 Oil Diffusion Pump8 Vacuum Pimp
9 Pyrometer

Figure (3.3)



. amperes o An Bsterliae-Angus Graphic Ammeter was placed 
in series with the meter on the TJltrohmeter when a continu
ous record of the ion current was desired= Am ammeter was 
used in the f ilament circuit and a voltmeter was placed - ■
across to read the filament current and plate voltage 
respect ivelj-o r

Because of the very small currents that were measured9 
leakage currents had. to he kept at a minimumo . The hell 
jar which surrounded the diode was. covered with a grounded 
metal cageThis cage acted as a shield against any stray 
leakage currentsi

In ligure (3o5) the equipment; necessary for the con
trol of the atmosphere around the diode is showno Two 
types of vacuum pumps were employed to remove the air from 
the hell'Jarv One was a rotary9 oil-sealed pump) and the 
other was an oil diffusion pump» A freezing trap was placed 
between the hell jar and the diffusion pump to freeze any 
water vapor that might be present in the systemo This 
also served to keep the highly purified oil in the pump 
from becoming eontaminatedc

Two gauges were used to measure the amount of vacuum 
in the hell jar= One was a mechanical vacuum gauge which 
measured the pressure in inches of mercury9 and the other 
was an ionization gauge which measured the pressure in 
microns hy the glow discharge method of ionizing residual 
gases in the envelope of the gauge tubeo



The gases used in the teats were water pumped nitrogen9 
prepurified.. nitr©gen9 and commercial carbon dioxide obtained 
from the Hatheson Company9 Sheir properties are given in

She Pyrometer shown in Figure. ;(3.o5). was used, to deter
mine the brightness temperature of the filament ?

She filament was number 24 platinum wire =, Platinum 
was ehosen because it has a very high melting points and 
„it does not oxidise> ' . . -a

5o2 1XPMIMENSA1 PR0CE3HJ1I :
She original plan for eontrolling the atmosphere sur

rounding the diode was to create a high vacuum in the bell 
Jar and then purge if with the desired gas» The vacuum 
system used was found to.he rather inefficient 9 so. other 
means' of controlling the purity of the gas had to he used.
It was discovered (see Appendix II) that the purest atmos
phere could be obtained by a series of purgings instead ©f 
Just one o By doing this the amount of impurity in the gas 
in the bell Jar approached the amount of impurity in the 
gas. itself o : ; .

T© insure stable operating conditions the filament 
and all of the measuring; Instruments were energised for at 
least one hour before any data was takeno The temperature 
of the filament during the warm-up peri o d  was set in the 
neighborhood of 1500®Ĉ  The range ©f temperatures between



1300 and 15OO0G was found to be most desirableo The upper 
temperature limit was set gust below the breaking tempera
ture of the filamento - ■ -
' - The temperature measurements made with the optical
pyrometer were not accurate since actually the pyrometer 
is only good for ideal black body conditionso This is, 
however9 not important because the interest is on the value. 
of ion current when the electric field intensity is zero 
at the filament surface and not the temperature at which 
this occursI

The- temperature was varied in approximately-twenty . 
degree steps between the two limits <, At each filament 
temperature the plate voltage was. varied and the plate 
current:was recorded« The range of plate voltages used 
was selected so the desired space charge limited condition 
would.exist in the tube over at.least part of the tempera
ture range o :

If a graphic record of the ion current was desiredp 
the Eaterline-Angus Graphic Ammeter was put into the cir
cuit as shown in:figure (3 =2) =

3=3 EXPEBIMflTlh RESULTS
figure (3=4) shows plate current as a.function of 

filament temperature for negative ions in water pumped 
nitrogeno figures (3 =3)» (3 = 6) s (3=7)» (3=8)9 (3=9), and 
(3=10) show the ion currents in carbon dioxide = In figure
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(5°4j the omrreat reaches a maximum value and then decreases
as the temperature increases, hut in the other figures $, 
the current "beeones independent of temperature 0 - In all 
of the figures there is an indication that the tube changes 
from a temperature limited condition to a space charge 
limited condition;, hut the value of current at the transi
tion point cannot he determined for the nitrogen» fhe ions 
in carhon dioxide seem to follow more closely the theoreti
cal hehavior discussed in Section (Id)t

The maximum values of current from the earhon dioxide 
tests are tahulatei. in fahle I?o Since the values are
so nearly the same for each plate, voltage9 an average was
taken, and this average was plotted against plate voltage 
on log-log paper in. Figure (5 o i l ) » These points fall in 
a straight line which has a slope of 2*0* This agrees with 
the theory developed in Chapter 2* The average values of 
current and the mobilities of negative ions in ©arhon di
oxide calculated from equation (2 *14) are listed in Table V*
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Figure ( 3 .4) 
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Figure (3.5)
PLATE CURRENT vs.

FILAMENT TEMPERATURE
Negative Ions in 
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Figure (3 .6) 
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Figure (3.7)
PLATE CURRENT vs.

FILAMENT TEMPERATURE
Negative Ions in 
Carbon Dioxide
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Figure (3.8)
PLATE CURRENT vs.

FILAMENT TEMPERATURE
Negative Ions in 
Carbon Dioxide
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Figure (3.9)
PLATE CURRENT vs.

FILAMENT TEMPERATURE
Negative Ions in 
Carbon Dioxide
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Figure (3.10)
PLATE CURRENT vs.

FILAMENT TEMPERATURE
Negative Ions in 
Carbon Dioxide
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fable IV , ■

Maximnm negative Ion Currents in Carbon Diozi&e (1̂  in units of amps X 10=10) •
gUre 3o5 3 o 6 3 o.T 3.8 3.9 :: 3.10■ (volts.) " :■ Xb - Iv :
: £0 / : ' 35\f- 36 34 35 ' 33.5
80 62 64 60 • 61 60
100"' / 96 100 94.. 94 96 96
120 140 145 136 140 138 140
140 192 • 196 184 190 184 192
160 250 2?0 245 250 250 260 -
180 300 340 320 320 320 330

fable V
Average Segative Ion Currents and Mobilities of negativeIons in Carbon Dioxide (l-u in units of amps X IQ-10)

(k in units :of 10=<̂ meters/see per volt/meter)
(volts) IbAVB k
60 34.9 lo76
80 .'610 4 1.71
100 96 " 1.69
120 140 1.70
140 190 1.68
160 ’ 254 1.72
180 323 1.72

Average Mobility = lo?l X 10“  ̂meters/see per volt/meter
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$M following three figures -=• (3 = 12)? (3o23)i> and 

(3*14) show the results of three tests made in prepurifled 
niff©genu. She tests in (3*12) and (3ol3) were made with 
the., same filament after , the bell jar had heen. purged .twice . 
with- -nitrogen.o. Here 9 the magnitudes of the currents are 
much greater than ' those-#htain@d'in Figure (3 *4)9 hut they' 
afC' approximately the same in these two figures = This is 
what would he expected since the prepurified nitrogen is 
more pure. than, the water pumped nitrogen and since' the, 
mobility of negative ions in pure nitrogen is very high 
(see Section lo4)o fhe fact that the mobilities are higher 
the more pure the nitrogen is further hrought out in Figure 
(3*14)* In this test the hell gar.was purged four times 
with the prepurified nitr©gen9 and the currents obtained 
were very large compared to those obtained in the other 
. tests * ' :

Since the maximum currents in carbon dioxide were the 
space charge limited currents9:it was thought that perhaps 
the maximum currents in. nitrogen may have s ome meaning * 
These maximum values for all negative ion tests in nitrogen 
are. listed in Table and a log-lpg plot is made in 
Figure. (3 *15)° The results were three straight lines which 
had slopes other than 2*0* This indicates that 1̂  = ICÊ @ 
where K is a constant.and e is the slope of the line on the 
log-log plot * Since the slope is not 2.0, mobilities can
not be calculated from equation (2 *14)« This deviation



; from:the theory is 'believed to he caused "by a'distorted 
space charge set up in the gas that does not easily form

ions o This was discussed near the end of Section
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Figure ( 3 .12) 
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Figure (3 .13) 
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Figure (3.14) lit>=lBOv 
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Sable VI
Maximum Poimts for Segatixe 

units of ’amps’Ions in 1 I lO-IO)

Figure . ‘: (volts)'v (5.4)
\ lb

(5-12) (5 0.13) (3 -14) 
%

60 % 64 170 172 . 552
' , : 80 ; 112 360 360 720

100 182 660 660 1100
120 500 1060 - 1080 2000
140 450 1580 1600 3000
160 600 c=,^.=»==; 3950
180 780 c=»,«=s»«=3e=» c=ic=ac=>c=3 5300
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faiDle ¥11 gives some values of current for positive 
ion emission in carbon, dioxide =■ These tests were made 
: suecessivelj as '.fast as possible at a constant filament 
temperature and- varying » The-thing that should be noted 
from: the table and • from Figure ol6-) is that there seems. ■; 
to be a decay ©f the positive ion current as time progresses^ 
:$he currents were steady and constant at first9 but they 
soon began to dee ay.o After .& ■ period ■ of time the currents 
not only decayed9 but they also beeame erratic»

. The decaying and . erratic nature of the positive ion 
currents is further' illustrated by Figure (3 = 17) = In these :- 
two tests an older filament was used0 The top part of the 
..figure, shows the decay in nitrogea and the lower part in 
carbon dioxideo The same filament was used in both tests o 
There was a surge of positive, ion current gust as the fila= 
meat burned outo



. ■ Table VII 
Positive lorn Currents at a Temperature of 1490®0

; (b) . z(a)
Z /^b ■Z'^bZZz ■ ; %

60 21 21 20 20
80 ; : 38 - :;33S Z: : /z': . r 34

100 60 . : 60 : 50 „ .. 48
120 86 80 ; 68 68
140 . : 118 100" 92 . - 90
160 156 128 120 116
180 200 ' ■160 152" : 140

;(lh in MBits of amps X ]L0“10)
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Figiares (3 0I8) 9. (3 olS') $>. aM (3=20) show •fehe results 

of three more positire ion tests maAe with new filaments 
in the period -before the deeay in the current "became too 
noticeableo These curres do hot lerel off as the negative 
' ion curves in carbon dioxide dido This indicates that the 
tube was operating under, a temperature limited condition 
and did not change to a. space, charge limited. eondition0 
She maximum points from these tests are given in Sable 'Till* 
and the log-log plot is given in Figure (3=21)0 She line 
obtained from Figure (3 °19) has a slope of 210 over the 
greatest part of its length, so mobilities were calculated 
from this data and listed in fable VIII, She only justif!«= 
cation for this is the slope, of 2=0, therefore these mo
bilities may hare ho meaning at.all since it seems that the 
tube, was operating under a temperature limited condition.

The record of ion current shown in Figure (3°22) was 
made immediately following the data in figure (3 =20)° If 
should be noted that the current remained at a constant 
value for a short time before it began to decayo fhe decay 
was steady until the filament burned out„ The current did 
not become nearly so erratic in this case* figure (3o23) 
illustrates further the erratic and decaying nature of the 
positive ion current. Both Figures (3<>22) and (3=23) show 
a surge of positive ion current gust as the filament burned 
out o ,
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Figure (3.18)
PLATE CURRENT vs.

FILAMENT TEMPERATURE
Positive Ions in 
Carbon Dioxide
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Figure (3.19)
PLATE CURRENT vs.

FILAMENT TEMPERATURE
Positive Ions in 

Nitrogen
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Figure (3.20)
PLATE CURRENT vs.

FILAMENT TEMPERATURE
Positive Ions in 

Nitrogen
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Positive lens in Carbon Dioxide 
'■(Djj, in mnits of amps X 10“^̂ ) 

Figure (Jo18)
Efe (volts) . .

: / so ; - 20
80 35o?
100 55o6
120 77«6

:: 140 ■ 101 • ,
160 1J0
180 164

Positive Ions in litrogen (Î  in units of amps X 10=10)in units of 10̂ 4 meters/see per volt/meter)

(volts)
Figure
■;;l>

(3ol9)k Figure (3 a20)
h

60 : 27 1.16 28.4 -
80 ’ -46 1.13 48.3
100 72 1.15 76.6
120 104 1.16 113

v 140 140 1.15 ' 153
160 180 1.14 202
180 220 262 .

Average Mobility = IdS X meters/see per volt/meter
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Figures (3 °24) and (3 = 25) .show a hysteresis effeet 

whieh was observed when the temperature was increased then 
decreased at a constant plate voltage= She effect was 
much more ; pronounced for nitrogen than for eafbom dioxide $, 
but it was elearly present in both gases = Data of this 
nature could not be obtained for positive ions because of 
the decay in the current = Ho explanation for the occur- : 
rence of this effect is kn©wn=
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Figure (3* 2L)
PLATE CURRENT vs.

FILAMENT TEMPERATURE
Negative Ions in 

Nitrogen
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Figure (3.25)
PLATE CURRENT vs.

FILAMENT TEMPERATURE
Negative Ions in 
Carbon Dioxide Ascending

Temperature
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Probably one of the greatest sources of error In the 
experiment were the conveetion currents set mp in the inter- 
electrode space because of heating'of the gas by the fila
ment o The movement of the gas would cause the ions to be 
deflected from their regular paths and thus make ideal 
measurements impossIble f

Errors may also have oecured in the current readings o 
fhe currents were produced by setting a voltage on the 
plate a This voltage could not be- set, at exactly, the same 
value each time 9 and it was noticed that very small varia
tions in the voltage caused a noticeable difference in the 
ion currents. The higher scales on the bltrohmeter also 
made . the readings' more inaccurate 0 
. ; The temperature variation along the length of the fila

ment was another source of error» This variation meant 
that emission was uneven along the length of the filament 0 
The Variation was dependent on the individual filament9 
and there was.no means of taking it into accounto ■

The exact amount and nature of impurities in the gas 
•itself were- not knownc The mobility of an ion moving in 
a gas depends ■ a great deal, on the amount of impurity in the 
gasg so this is another reason why experimentally determined; 
vaiues may not agree with published valueso ■



Chapter 4 
COHCIUSIOHS

A eomparison of ̂ the; mphi.lities aetermiEed frm equa
tion '(2 oX4) and the values given in Table II probably has 
very little or no meaning since the exaet nature of the 
ions produced is not known and sinee the values given in 
Sable II are: the; most' .probable values at 0®C (the exact 
temperature of the gas in. the experiment is not known; but 
it was. much;.higher than this) ° -1' • ;:v '

Although no mobilities could be calculated for nega
tive ions, in nitrogeng it was. observed that the mobilities' 
were very high since they .are proportional to. the ion -cur-. , 
rents o it was noted that the currents became much higher 
as the nitrogen was made more pure c This indicates, that 
many of the ions Were: free electrons throughout their ex~ 
istance in the tube= Some of the electrons probably be
came attached to impurities in the gas causing the average 
mobility to be lower than that of. free electrons = Since 
nitrogen does not form negatlye ions9 the. fast moving elec
trons may have produced a great many positive ions while 
moving in the tube causing a distorted space charge to be 
set up in the ‘Intereleetrode spaceo This may be the reason 
the tube did not follow the theoretical transition from a
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temperature limited condition to a space charge limited 
eonditioBp

Iii earbea di-exide the tube gave every indication of 
changing from temperature, limited to space charge limited 
operation^ The mobility of negative ions in carbon dioxide 
was calculated from equation (2o2,3.) and found to be loti 
X lO^4 meters/second per volt/meter» •

Ihe data in Figures ( 5o5 ) v (3;o6 ) 2 and (3 <>7) was all 
obtained from the same filament= fhe age of the filament 
at the beginning of the test in Figure (3°5) was 14 1/2 
ho-urs» and at the beginning of the test in Figure (3 = 7)> ; ' • 
it was 31 hours« She magnitudes of the currents obtained - 
in all three tests were approximately the same o This means 
that the negative ion current is independent of the age of 
the filamentt This is brought out for nitrogen by Figures . 
:,(3o!2) and (3ol3) which"were- made 'with ■ the same filament o 
Here again the currents have approximately the same - magni
tude in both tests =

Fositive.. ion: currents g, however ̂ do depend on the age ' 
of the filameht o When, positive ion currents are producedp 
they are constant for a- time but then began to decay =, At 
first the decay is steady9 but. soon the currents become 
very erratic and .jumpy, The decay continues until the 
filament burns out« At a temperature of 1300®6 the fila^ 
ment will burn out in a period of from two to five -hours = 
One filament was in operation for almost thirty-four hours



producing negative ion currents in the temperature range 
of 1300 to 1500®Go This filament was removed from the tube 
Before it burned onto From this it might he concluded that 
the negative ions are emitted as electrons which may be re
placed By other electrons from the eisternal circuit o On • ^
the other hand, positive ions are„produced from impurities • 
in the filament or the f11ament material itself which cannot 
he replaeedo ' This wearing away of the filament causes it 
to Burn out after a short period of time. When the fila
ment is new . the .material which. .produces the •positive ions , 
is plentiful and hear the surface, so for»a short time. the 
positive ion currents are- steadyo. After a while,, however,' 
the surface material is worn awayg and the positive ions 
must come from the interior of the filament o The binding ■■
forces, here are greater, so the •emrrenf Begins t© . decay 
■ ahd,- Becomes erratic 0 , This tearing away of the filament •
causes , it to Break* : - ' . ' . - '

. In Section 1 <>2 it was mentioned that most positive 
ions from platinum, are•from alkaline impurities, and emis= 
sion of platinum ions' is ©Bserved only in a rush of current' 
just Before the filament Burns out = In each ease when a 
filament Burned out there was a surge of current« This may 
have Been a current caused By positive platinum ions o
- In' the positive ion tests there was no indication that 

the tuBe Became space .charge limited<, In one of the tests 
a plot of the maximum points on log=log paper yielded a
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straight line with siogs of 2o0 = A mobility for positive ... 
ions in nitrogen was calculated from the data and found to 
h®:lol5 X lO"̂  meters/second per volt/metero

1© explanation e&n he offered for the hysteresis effeet' 
produced when the temperature is first increased and then i 
decreased .at a constant plate voltage« / It is possible that 
this is some effect caused by the space charge at - atmospheric 
pressure o ’ .

It is recommended that if more work is done along these 
lines 9 a method he f ound to determine the type of ions. mov=> : 
ing in the gas 0 The only method of determining the accuracy 
of the experimental work is to compare the mobilities cal
culated.’ from equation (2 =19) with published values = This •; 
is only possible if the type of ion'is known= .

WraV. of Arizona- Llbre^



AppendIk X 
PROPERTIES 01 THE OASES

' litrogen
. Nitrogen has an atomie,number of? and an atomic weight 

of 14o008o' One liter weighs lo 2 506 gramso The water 
. pumped nitrogen has' an ozygen: oontent of -' less than O ̂ 5̂  • '
hy Tolume and is saturated with water vapor => The prepuri
fied nitrogen is. dry and the oxygen content is guaranteed 
to he less than OoOOl̂ o. The hydrogen.content is also less 
than OoOOl̂ o .

• . • Oar "bon Dioxide >
Oarhon dioxide has a moleeular weight of 44°01o One 

'/ liter weighs lo9768 grams = It has a purity of 99 = 5̂<.
The impurities are air and moistti,@ o .
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' ■ • ' •■ ■ • ' ■' ■■■■ t ' ' " ; ' : • . ■■ -; AeeoaSing to Bushman the nmmtoer of molecules a in a

euh'ie'centimeter of a .gas is .
' . : n = 9.656 X I018I^/f '
where u _ is the pressure in millimeters of mercury9 and• ■ Et® - . V . . . ■ - -

f is the absolute centigrade temperature= She number ©f
molecules per cubic centimeter, at 300®Abs and 6.94 mm 0g.

' ' > - \  : IQ '(atmospheric pressure in Sueson) is 2o2 X 10 -o
- ' : ■ qAt atmospheric pressure ions make about 10 impacts 

per second^ In air approximately 21% of these collisions 
will be with oxygen molecules and approximate ly 795® with 
nitrogen and inert gases =. If nitrogen is. put into' the bell 
jar the oxygen molecules. must be considered impurities <=
P =-ultimate attainable pressure in mm Eg 
y = number of impurity molecules per cc remaining in the 

gas after the ultimate' pressure is reached= Shis is 
also the number of impurity molecules which will be 
in the system after it is brought back to afmospheri©

‘ ■ T‘ ■ :Saul-Bushmans Vacuum Technique John Wiley and Sons p 
Inco 9-lew Yerky 19499 ;p. :6o .

2 • • ' ■ •Leonard lo Boebp fundamental Processes.of ElectricalDischarge in Gases g 'John Wiley and Sons;o'- Inc 0 0 lew 1 ork0- -
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pres.gmr® with a pure gas = 

h = mumher ©f•eollisioBs that will oeeur with impurity 
meleeules per seeenS 1b a ce o£ gaa o 

1 = hhmher of molecules per ee la the system when the ul
timate pressure is a.ttaiuefi.o ; .

y = (% impurity molecules, per ee la the gas after it is 
Irought hack to atmospheric pressure)(!) 

h = impurity molecules per ee in the gas after it is 
brought back to atmospheric pressure)(collision fre=

From the above information if the system is pumped to 
1©“  ̂mm Hg (1 micron) 9 the number of collisions with im
purities will be 5o64 X 10^. If the system is pumped t©

' ■ =2 ' ■ ■: only 2 »5 X 10" (25 microns) and purged three times9 the
number of collisions with impurities will be 6 05 X lO"̂ °
This shows that the gas can be made more pure by a series
of purgings than by a single evaeuafion and one purging =
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